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More Information
www.benlib.org
reference@benlib.org
(630) 766-4642

Visit the Library
Bensenville Community Public Library
200 S. Church Road, Bensenville, IL 60106
(630) 766-4642

B E N S E N V I L L E  C O M M U N I T Y  P U B L I C  L I B R A R Y

Library Hours of Operation
SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

1:00 PM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM

Visit benlib.org for more information 
on our current services.

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/0f1db7a6-028e-42b3-0380-5a421846fccd-eng/Home?searchId=17810435&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/6b4220e3-7d7f-05ef-bf45-8469da69b6b4-eng/Home?searchId=17810449&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/fbdc8ef1-eca9-e25c-ee13-5ded87783b90-eng/Home?searchId=17810467&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/3b064dbf-f2d8-1ab5-61f7-74841e5dcb2a-eng/Home?searchId=17810490&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/d964b10c-cbc0-def5-34f1-800f801e4cac-eng/Home?searchId=17810521&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/1e004e03-ec71-5f65-972a-8c6b8274e007-eng/Home?searchId=17810549&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex


DEBUT
NOVELS

B E N S E N V I L L E
C O M M U N I T Y
P U B L I C  L I B R A R Y

COMING SOON IN CASE YOU
MISSED IT...

What Happened to Ruthy
Ramirez by Claire Jimenez

The Golden Spoon
by Jessa Maxwell

He Said He Would Be
Late by Justine Sullivan

Deception by Gaslight
by Kate Belli

Little  Pieces of Me
by Alison Hammer

We Are The Brennans
by Tracey Lange

Beyond That, The Sea
by Laura Spence-Ash
Domestic worlds collide when an 11-year-
old evacuated from England to the US
during WWII is absorbed into a new family.
A multi-perspective approach to one
wartime decision that impacts multiple
lives across time and place--from the
1940s to the 1970s in London, Boston, and
on an island off the coast of Maine.
COMING 3/21/23

Pineapple Street
by Jenny Jackson
Sasha has married into a rich family, but is
trying to navigate her new life. Each family
member's first-person narration offers a
glimpse into their unique perspectives,
allowing the reader to examine the same
situation through many eyes. This family's
story is both endearing and exasperating. 
COMING 3/7/23

Our Best Intentions 
by Vibhuti Jain
Angie is walking home after school when
she finds Henry stabbed and bleeding on
the football field. The police immediately
focus their investigation on Chiara, a
runaway Black girl who disappears after
the stabbing and--is later discovered--
wasn't properly enrolled in the high school.
COMING 3/14/23

The Great Reclamation
by Rachel Heng
A fearful, tender, unexpectedly gifted boy
named Ah Boon in Singapore finds that his
fate is inextricably wound with that of his
community. Ah Boon goes out fishing with
his Pa and somehow intuits the location of
a mysterious island where the fish run
denser than their nets can carry.
COMING 3/28/23

When 13 year old Ruthy disappeared
after track practice, it left her
family in shambles. Twelve years
later, her sister spots a woman on
TV with red-dyed hair named Ruby,
and the beauty mark under her left
eye is instantly recognizable. Could
it be Ruthy, after all this time? 

Six contestants. A big white tent on
the grounds of an aging estate. It's
a bake-off...in Vermont? And the
winner might just be the one who
survives. Sweet and savory turns
deadly sour in this fast-paced,
entertaining novel.

A fast-paced, twisty psychological
debut about the complexities of
marriage and new motherhood, told
through the frenetic lens of a wife
seeking the truth about her
husband, at all costs, as the validity
of the life she once knew unravels
page by page.

Genevieve works as a reporter. A
thief, "Robin Hood", is robbing the

rich and sending letters to the press
highlighting their sins. Hot on his
trail, Genevieve is saved from a

dangerous encounter in an alley.
Spotting her rescuer at a ball a few
days later, she learns it was Daniel,
whose past is shrouded in mystery.

When Paige gets an email from a
DNA testing website announcing that

her father is a man she never met,
she is convinced there must be a

mistake. But as she digs deeper into
her mother's past and her own

feelings of being the odd child out
growing up, Paige begins to question

everything she thought she knew.

Shame and miscommunication drive
wedges between loving siblings at

turning points in their lives. The Irish
American family runs a successful
pub bearing their name in a small
New York town. They're close-knit,

but most of them keep shameful
secrets from each other. 

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3120985?searchId=17810665&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/c5d4b60d-f458-c4e4-9d5a-2401b7ec3ea9-eng/Home?searchId=17811215&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3119131?searchId=17811242&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a2906721?searchId=17811408&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a2963681?searchId=17811445&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/87bf6b8a-af07-fa2d-013a-a0fae3fcdbce-eng/Home?searchId=17811469&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/efe70ce9-78e6-b509-6a54-9de943ac0182-eng/Home?searchId=17811360&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/d82cea04-ee06-32f0-8b03-b34bc0dbc410-eng/Home?searchId=17811293&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3130957?searchId=17811322&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/29c6b510-b163-3d30-75af-1a8b62782ca4-eng/Home?searchId=17811380&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/c5714c92-5892-1ab5-2e6d-773a691b3076/Home?searchId=2035098&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/a74798b1-fc08-28ac-f176-a1bac09db069/Home?searchId=2036093&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex

